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ABSTRACT

This paper reports the results obtained in a series

of experiments in the mirror machine "LISA".
-i

We applied to the plasma a sequence of pulses of

2.45 GH2, 600 watts at a rate of 60 pulses/sec.

1* The sequence is controlled by a self-reset system.

We are studying the plasma parameters as a function

of the external magnetic field, B , in two different config-

urations:

1 - Large resonance space region;

2 - Small resonance space region.

For each region the mapping of magnetic field B

was made B2(r,z) axial and Br(r,z) radial distributions. These

data were submitted to spatial and orbital distribution of the

particles as well as flight and energy. Considering the energy

balance equation.
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where a., T., are heating rate and energy confinement tiae

respectively, we have, in steady state

where T . is the electronic temperature andx. is the functioi

of pressure, temperature, mrgnetic field, electric field and

other parameters.

Applying the micro-wave at the electron cyclotron
cBofrequency, o>R p = —— we measured the electron temperature

K* e
and desntiy (T , n ) floating potential (V,), collision time

conductivity, and confinement time.

Varying the magnetic field distribution (B., B») w

are able to compare a. and T .with T -for two different

magnetic field configurations.

The diagnostic is made with electrostatic probe.

diamagnetic coil spectrograph. Hall probe and magnetoneter.
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INTRODUCTION

LISA is a linear plasma machine whose vacuum chamber

is 2S5 cm long with an inner radius of 8.5 cm.

The machine is devoted to study R.F. produced and

heated steady state plasma which is confined by mirrored

magnetic field in the axial direction. We use a radio fre-

quency source that delivers 60 pulses at 2.45 GHZ at a peak

power level of 600 watts. The R.F. power is sent through a

wave guide and is directly coupled to the plasma by irradi-

ation and by exciting cavity modes. The magnetic field pro-

file can be changed by disconnecting a certain number of

coils at the mid-section, thus producing a valley that serves

as a resonance region at the electron cyclotron frequency.

Fig> (1) shows the layout of LISA with locations of

diagnostic and wave guide parts. The resonance region defined

above in fact is only valid at same radial position defined

by u * SI due to the strong radial magnetic field gradient as

shown in Fig (4 ) . As a result with the average magnetic

field of about 1 kG, we have,the ironical situation that in

the "resonance region" the resonant layer is near the plasma

surface whereas outside the resonance region, the resonant

layer is near the plasma center. Therefore the magnetic valley

serves to increase mirror ratio thus improving confinement time

and so increasing the plasma temperature. Fig ( 5 ) shows the

magnetic field profile of a smaller resonance region.
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ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE HEATING

Due to the small radial dimension of the plasma,

weak magnetic field, and low radio-frequency, electron ciclo-

tron resonance heating in small machines like LISA differs

from those being tested in large Tokamaks that WKB type con-

sideration is not valid. The global nature of the radial mode

struture is very important. The boudary conditions become an

essential part of the problem. The situation is further com-

plicated by the plasma Langmuir resonance layer along the

density profile. An electrostatic oscillation can be excited

by the radial component of the near zone electric field ra-

diated by the wave guide. Fig (2.a) shows the distribution of

probe measurements of E which has a distinct peak at

r • - 3 cm.

N'eas'Temsnts taken on the'horizontal plane and

radial positions on the wave guide side are denoted by negatii

values and positions on the opposite side by positive value.

This distinction is necessary since the resonant absorption

of the Langmuir oscillation breaks cylindrical symmetry. We

believe that this resonant Langnuir absorption is the major

heating mechanism in our case since the plasma temperature it

not sensitive to the magnetic field. The time averaged col-

lisonal power absorption fl] is
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where J_ is the length of the plasma column. Here, collisonal

frequencyVis introduced yet it is well know that resonant

absorption is independent of collison frequency, like in laser-

plasma interaction case.

The electron temperature, T is given by balancing
c

the heating rate with the energy loss rate. Consider the energy

balance equation.

where a is the heating rate and T is the energy confinement

time.

In steady state, we have-

T e » -C -C , C5-)

The energy confinement time can be calculated as

a function of the mirror ratio. Using, the measured value of

electron temperature, we can determine the heating rate [2].

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We anlyze experimental results obtained using the

following diagnostic methods:

- plane Langmuir probes movable both in radial and axial

directions to measure the values of parallel electron

temperature T , electron density ng, plasma potential

v . floating potential vf. and ion saturation current Ji$;



• Diamagnetic and Hall probes to measure the values of plasi

p «.n. T^ • nft Te, and magnetic field 8;

• Internal magnetic probes for magnetic field mapping;

- Prism Spectrograph measurements for electron temperature

V
Using the above diagnostic we have studied the

influence of ECRH on Helium plasma at S to 60 10* Torr for

several values of B in large and small resonance region

discussed above. More detailed view of the LISA machine is

given by C.C. Raposo and S. Aihara in reference (3).

The average electron temperature has been obtain

ed using the experimental values T and the experssion

obtained by G.P. Galvão and S. Aihara (4).

(6)

where

n(z) • electron density at position z = 70 cm,
m

n(0) > electron density at minimum B (z) = 125 cm).
o

Bz

This gives the average electron temperature* of

80 eV and 100 eV for small and large resonance space region,

respectively.



o
•The figures 2a, 2b, and 2c show the profiles of the

electric field components E r. E^, and E 2, the different values

of the magnetic field. It seems there are two dominant cylin-

drical cavity rao.des. the transverse magnetic mode, JM o 3. with

the electric field E z * E
 J

0 ( * c
 r) c o s k

2
2« a n d the trans-

verse electric mpde. TE.-with the electric field, E r • (Vk cj"

Ea J*(k ,r) sin 3# and E. » Enj, Ji(k -r) cos 3*. The values
8 3 cZ 9 SO J C_
O 2

of k and kc are given by kc- «.
 p
o 3 /

r
w . where PoJ - 8.65,

third root of the Bossel's function JQ(z). and r is the wall

radius, and k *•?'.../r , where P.7 is the second root .of the

Bessel's function J-(z). The value of k is given*by the equa-

tion

f - — , ^ , <7>

Figures 4a and 4b show the field lines (up) and

B and B profiles for the case of large and small resonance

spaces.

We have developed a 3-D particle code to study the

particle confinement time. Estimating the ion temperature from

the ion saturation current of Langntuir probe and considering

ion-ion collison as dominant collison term, we have found that

the ion confinement times are Tj • 122 ys and f- • 128 ps for •

the large and small resonance space, respectively, figure 5.

From equation (2) we find that the heating rate for the case of
m

large resonance space is larger than the other case, in agree-

ment with the result of reference (2).
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From the figure-3 we can show that, for Magnetic *

field of 875 Gauss, the maximum values of T are atf • - 3 cm

which are in good agreement with doainant modes of plasma
X

where - ^ and k z * 2.0 which gives Az - 3.14 cm.'

The betavalue. where 6 '• kinetic pressure/magnetic

pressure, for the kinetic pressure of 38 (etg x cm" ) is

0 • 1,24 x 10" « 1, and also the condition for resonance

v << f is in'agreement once.
3 -1vfte * 1,8 x 10 sec , electron-electron collision frequency

9
and f » 2,4 x 10 H microwave frequency.

CONCLUSION

We have studied the characteristics of the mirror

machine "LISA" with Helium plasma heated by 2.45 GH^ micro-

wave power since. Two magnetic configurations, namely, large

and small resonance space, where compared with respect to

their heating efficiency.

The results of Barter et al. were reconfirmed.
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Fig 3 * T t , n , - Profile versus rodtus for lorge and
smon resonance spoce
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